Behavioural phase polyphenism in the Australian plague locust (*Chortoicetes terminifera*)
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Swarming and the expression of phase polyphenism are defining characteristics of locust species. Increases in local population density mediate morphological, physiological and behavioural changes within individuals, which correlate with mass marching of juveniles in migratory bands and flying swarms of adults. The Australian plague locust (*Chortoicetes terminifera*) regularly forms migratory bands and swarms, but is claimed not to express phase polyphenism and has accordingly been used to argue against a central role for phase change in locust swarming. We demonstrate that juvenile *C. terminifera* express extreme density-dependent behavioural phase polyphenism. Isolated-reared juveniles are sedentary and repelled by conspecifics, whereas crowd-reared individuals are highly active and are attracted to conspecífics. In contrast to other major locust species, however, behavioural phase change does not accumulate across generations, but shifts completely within an individual's lifetime in response to a change in population density.
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1. INTRODUCTION

At low population densities locusts express 'solitarious' phase characteristics, whereas high population densities induce the expression of 'gregarious' phase phenotypes from the same genotype. Although phase change typically involves many different morphological and physiological traits (Simpson & Sword 2008, 2009; Pener & Simpson in press), the change in behaviour that occurs in response to crowding is considered to be the principal driver underlying group formation and mass movement by marching bands of juveniles and flying swarms of adults (Simpson et al. 1999; Simpson & Sword 2009). Solitary-reared individuals are relatively sedentary and repelled by conspecífics, but high population densities induce individuals to become more active and attracted to one another. The spatial distribution of resources in locust habitats has been shown to be critical in initially bringing solitarious phase locusts together and promoting phase change (Babah & Sword 2004), while the ensuing directional mass movement of gregarious locusts at high population densities is collectively determined and influenced by cannibalistic interactions among individuals (Bazazi et al. 2008).

The Australian plague locust, *Chortoicetes terminifera* (Acrididae: Oedipodinae) frequently outbreaks and invades agricultural areas (Hunter 2004). Although *C. terminifera* forms characteristic migratory bands and swarms, it appears not to express density-dependent changes in colour or morphology as seen in other major locust species (Uvarov 1977). Accordingly, *C. terminifera* is widely assumed not to express phase polyphenism (Hunter 2004), an assertion that has been used to question the importance of phase polyphenism in locust swarm formation (Key 1950). However, early field observations of *C. terminifera* juvenile behaviour clearly described what appears to be behavioural phase change (Clark 1949).

Here, we quantify behavioural phase polyphenism in *C. terminifera* and show that it expresses density-dependent behavioural changes very similar to those of other major swarming locust species.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

*Chortoicetes terminifera* rearing and behavioural analysis were modified from protocols for the desert locust, *Schistocerca gregaria* (Roessingh et al. 1993, Simpson et al. 1999; see the electronic supplementary material). Field-collected locusts were reared under crowded conditions for multiple generations. From these, individuals were reared in isolation for one, two and three generations. To test for the expression of behavioural phase change, the behaviour of individual mid-final instar nymphs reared either continuously crowded or isolated for three generations was assayed, using an automated video-tracking behavioural assay designed to quantify individual locomotory and position-related responses to a stimulus group of conspecífics.

Behavioural differences between isolated- and crowd-reared locusts were compared using binary logistic regression (BLR) modelling (see the electronic supplementary material). The resulting logistic regression model, which successfully discriminated between solitary-reared (solitarious) and crowd-reared (gregarious) locusts, was used to calculate the probability of solitary phase group membership (*P*\textsubscript{solitarious}), providing a quantitative measure of individual behavioural phase state for use as a dependent variable in subsequent experiments.

The presence of transgenerational epigenetic transfer of phase state, as known in other locust species (Miller et al. 2008), was assessed using group and pairwise comparisons of the *P*\textsubscript{solitarious} values of fifth-instar nymphs from cohorts reared in isolation for one, two and three generations, and those from the continuously crowded gregarious culture (see the electronic supplementary material).

To test for an effect of isolation across multiple nymphal stages on the loss of gregarious behaviour, referred to as behavioural solitarization, crowd-reared third- and fourth-instar nymphs were isolated and assayed approximately one week later in the final (fifth) nymphal instar. *P*\textsubscript{solitarious} scores of locusts removed from the crowd were compared with those of continuously crowded fifth-instar nymphs. Solitarization due to shorter term isolation within a single instar was tested by comparing the *P*\textsubscript{solitarious} values of continuously crowded fifth-instar nymphs (24 hours post-emerges) with those of similar locusts isolated for 72 hours (see the electronic supplementary material).

To test for an effect of crowding across multiple nymphal stadia on behavioural gregarization, second-generation solitary-reared third- and fourth-instar locusts were crowded until assayed approximately one week later in the fifth instar. *P*\textsubscript{solitarious} values of the recently crowded locusts were compared with those of continuously isolated fifth-instar controls. Gregarization due to crowding within a single instar was tested by comparing the *P*\textsubscript{solitarious} values of second-generation solitary-reared fifth instars with those of similar locusts crowded for 72 hours (see the electronic supplementary material).
3. RESULTS

The behaviour of crowd-reared *C. terminifera* nymphs differed significantly from that of solitary-reared individuals. A forward-conditional stepwise BLR model classified 100 per cent of solitary-reared and 97.4 per cent of crowd-reared locusts into their correct rearing category, with an overall accuracy of 98.7 per cent (table 1). Crowd-reared nymphs moved more, spent more time climbing and spent more time near the stimulus group than did solitary-reared individuals (table 1; figure 1).

Isolation of gregarious phase insects for a single generation resulted in a complete loss of gregarious behaviour, with no evidence of epigenetic transmission across generations (Kruskal–Wallis test, \( K = 30.76, p < 0.0001, \text{d.f.} = 3 \)). Pairwise tests were significant between the long-term crowd-reared group and all three solitary-reared groups with no differences between first-, second- and third-generation solitary-reared groups (Mann–Whitney \( U \)-test, all \( p < 0.05 \); figure 2).

Within a single generation, long-term crowded individuals shifted rapidly to the solitary behavioural
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Table 1. Behavioural variable coefficients retained in the most parsimonious forward-conditional logistic regression model derived from 78 crowd-reared and 78 third-generation isolated-reared fifth-instar *C. terminifera* locusts. (Negative coefficients indicate that the magnitude of response was greater in crowd-reared (gregarious) as opposed to solitary-reared (solitarious) individuals. The Wald statistic indicates the significance of variable contributions to the model. The Hosmer and Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test was not significant \( (p = 0.859, \text{d.f.} = 8) \). (Model: \( \eta = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X_1 + \beta_2 X_2 + \cdots + \beta_k X_k, \) with \( P_{\text{solitarious}} = e^\eta/(1 + e^\eta).) \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>variable</th>
<th>coefficient ( \beta )</th>
<th>coefficient ( \beta ), s.e.</th>
<th>Wald statistic</th>
<th>significance of Wald statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>average distance to the stimulus chamber</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>7.956</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distance moved</td>
<td>-0.054</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>8.147</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>climb time</td>
<td>-0.074</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>7.523</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant</td>
<td>-0.359</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.785</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Box plots representing (a–c) the behavioural variables retained in the logistic regression model from 78 crowd-reared and 78 third-generation isolated-reared *C. terminifera* fifth-instar nymphs. Each box displays the median value, with the ends of boxes representing the 25th and 75th percentiles and the ends of the whiskers representing the 10th and 90th percentiles. Circles, outliers; asterisks, extreme outliers.
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**Table 1.** Behavioural variable coefficients retained in the most parsimonious forward-conditional logistic regression model derived from 78 crowd-reared and 78 third-generation isolated-reared fifth-instar *C. terminifera* locusts. (Negative coefficients indicate that the magnitude of response was greater in crowd-reared (gregarious) as opposed to solitary-reared (solitarious) individuals. The Wald statistic indicates the significance of variable contributions to the model. The Hosmer and Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test was not significant \( (p = 0.859, \text{d.f.} = 8) \). (Model: \( \eta = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X_1 + \beta_2 X_2 + \cdots + \beta_k X_k, \) with \( P_{\text{solitarious}} = e^\eta/(1 + e^\eta).) \)
condition upon isolation. The $P_{\text{solitarious}}$ values of crowd-reared fifth-instar nymphs isolated from the third or fourth instar were significantly higher than those in the non-isolated control group ($U=19$, $p=0.020$; figure 2). Isolating crowd-reared nymphs for 72 hours resulted in the expression of solitarious phase behaviour, with a median $P_{\text{solitarious}}$ value of 0.95 for the treatment group versus 0 for the controls ($U=16$, $p=0.003$; figure 2).

Crowding across multiple instars induced behavioural phase change in solitary-reared locusts. The $P_{\text{solitarious}}$ values of solitary-reared fifth-instar locusts that had been crowded since either the third or fourth nymphal stadium were significantly lower than those of uncrowded controls ($U=30$, $p=0.001$; figure 2). Behavioural gregarization was induced by crowding for 72 hours, with significantly lower $P_{\text{solitarious}}$ values among locusts in the crowded treatment group relative to the isolated controls ($U=17$, $p=0.022$; figure 2).

4. DISCUSSION

The Australian plague locust expresses classic density-dependent behavioural phase polyphenism, which is both qualitatively and quantitatively similar to that reported in other major swarming locust species (Simpson et al. 1999; Pener & Simpson in press). Nymphs reared under isolated conditions were much more sedentary and repelled by conspecifics relative to those reared under crowded conditions, which were more active and attracted to other locusts (figure 1).

The lack of obvious density-dependent phenotypic changes in colour and morphology in C. terminifera fostered the notion that phase polyphenism might not play a role in the formation and mass movement of locusts in migratory bands and swarms during outbreaks (Key 1950; Hunter 2004). On the contrary, our results for C. terminifera are consistent with the predicted role of behavioural phase change as a driver of locust swarm formation and mass movement during outbreaks (Simpson & Sword 2009). Importantly, the elucidation of behavioural phase change in C. terminifera will enable the established understanding of the relationship between locust resource distribution patterns, gregarization and swarm formation to be applied to improve locust forecasting and management based on local habitat information (Babah & Sword 2004).

Although the behaviour of solitarious and gregarious phase C. terminifera nymphs is similar to that in other locusts, the time course of its expression within and across generations differs. Epigenetic transmission of phase traits has been found in other locust species, mediated by maternally produced gregarizing chemicals (Miller et al. 2008). In the desert locust, S. gregaria, whereas behavioural gregarization occurs within hours, three successive generations of isolated rearing are required before long-term crowded insects express fully solitarious behaviour (Roessingh et al. 1993). In C. terminifera, behavioural phase change was complete in either direction within days (figure 2). This result does not prove the absence of maternal inheritance of phase in C. terminifera, rather it shows

![Figure 2. Summary of the time course of behavioural gregarization and solitarization in C. terminifera. Filled circles represent median (±95% CI) $P_{\text{solitarious}}$ values of final instar juveniles from the isolated and crowded treatment groups of different durations. Open circles depict the $P_{\text{solitarious}}$ values of the long-term crowded and third-generation isolated locusts used to construct the logistic regression model (table 1). Note that both gregarization and solitarization are achieved after 72 hours, and that the behavioural state attained after 72 hours is equivalent to that attained after many generations of either crowded or isolated rearing. Confidence intervals were obtained using the Resampling Stats add-in for Excel (Resampling Stats, Inc. 2006).](http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/Downloaded from http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/ on June 28, 2017)
that behavioural solitarization and gregarization proceed to completion so rapidly that behavioural phase state does not accumulate over successive generations. Perhaps this rapid time course of solitarization reflects ecological differences between locust species in the autocorrelation of local population densities across generations, or, possibly, C. terminifera lacks genetic variation at loci critical for the transmission of epigenetic effects (e.g. Kucharski et al. 2008).

Locust swarming and the expression of phase polyphenism appear to have arisen independently numerous times, which gives rise to two questions (Song 2005; Lovejoy et al. 2006; Simpson & Sword 2009): (i) what is the role of genetics versus the environment in locust swarming and (ii) have unique mechanisms underlying the expression of phase polyphenism independently evolved several times, or are the differences among species due to modifications of the same gene regulatory pathways? Functional genomics resources for Locusta migratoria (Kang et al. 2004; Ma et al. 2006) offer tools for unravelling the molecular genetic mechanisms underlying locust phase change. Locusta migratoria and C. terminifera are in the same subfamily (Oedipodinae), but L. migratoria expresses extreme phase changes in multiple traits including coloration and morphology, whereas C. terminifera appears to change only in its behaviour. Thus, comparative gene expression studies hold potential for identifying the suite of genes underlying behavioural phase change in these two locusts. Similarities and differences between the two will serve as a basis for broader phylogenetic studies of the genetic and regulatory mechanisms underlying locust phase change, thereby providing insights into the evolution of phenotypic plasticity and development of new pest management approaches.
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